
Habits of a Jesus Apprentice   
 
The Basic Idea: 
In first century Israel when a rabbi called a disciple (an apprentice), he expected that person to not 
only learn the right theology but also adopt certain transformational habits and practices.  
Remember, we are not simply invited to believe in Jesus but to follow him, to be a blessing to the 
nations (Gen 15) and a light in the world (Mt 5:14-16).  While Jesus-followers have adopted many 
“disciplines” over the ages, four weekly rhythms are particularly necessary (I think) as we lean into 
the 21st century.  These four habits are grounded in central convictions of what it means to be a 
Jesus-apprentice: that we are guided by the Spirit, shaped by the scriptures, formed within 
community and sent into the world.   
 
A.B.L.E. 
To help remember these four habits, I have found an acronym helpful.  A.B.L.E. simply stands for 
Attend, Bless, Learn, and Eat.  Below is a brief description.  They are meant to be overtly 
straightforward, concrete and simple.  They are designed to be done each week.  And they are 
intended to form us into people who are guided by the Spirit, shaped by the scriptures, formed 
within community and sent into the world. 
 
Attend 
Attend to what the Spirit is saying to you this week.  Take some time one morning, lunch break or 
night and listen to what the Spirit is saying.  Maybe God has something to say to you about your 
character or someone in your life that he desires you to bless.  At its core, attending is about 
centering our life around the Spirit’s invitation.  Take time this week to listen. 
 
Bless 
Bless at least two people in your current context this week.  Bless one person in your church (ideally 
in your community group).  And secondly, bless a secular friend, co-worker or your coffee shop 
barista.  The blessing could simply be an affirming text, a timely gift or help moving someone’s 
couch.  The idea is to be blessing within your community and in the world.  When we bless one 
another, we build up God’s people.  When we bless our secular neighbors, we plant gospel seeds.   
 
Learn 
Learn from the scriptures this week, especially the life of Jesus.  Crack open the bible and let the 
story of God’s people guide you.  Especially let the life and ministry of Jesus shape you.  How does 
Jesus’ life challenge you to live differently?  How does Jesus’ radical love draw you nearer to the 
Father?  As you read, ask God to speak to you, challenge you and grow you.  Allow the life of Jesus 
to be the model of your life.  Allow the story of God’s people to inform your story. 
 
Eat 
Eat with at least two people in your current context this week.  Eat with one person in your church 
(ideally in your community group).  And secondly, eat with a secular friend or co-worker.  If you 
would rather have a play date, or grab a coffee or go for a walk, no worries!  You don’t need to 
gobble almonds along the way!  The point is to cultivate community within the church and build 
relational connections outside of it by being with people—so that we can both support one another 
well and carry the good news beyond church walls.  


